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Bus Rapid Transit 2 Threat to 
Cyclists
Mike Ginger

To widespread astonishment, 
George Osborne recently 
announced part funding for a series 
of local major transport schemes 
including Bus Rapid Transit 2 
(BRT2).  Under the scheme, a new 
concrete road for buses will be built 
from the Long Aston Park and Ride 
to close to M Shed. The council is 
seeking a Transport and Works Act 
Order to give them powers to build 
and operate this section of the route.
Beyond this point the buses run on 
road via the Centre and the Inner 
Circuit via Temple Gate. Despite 
being billed as Long Ashton Park 
and Ride to Temple Meads, it 
doesn’t actually get passengers to 
Temple Meads.

The project will cause a host of 
problems for cyclists and here are a 
few examples:

o  Buses will be routed to the rear of 
M Shed (currently signed as Festival
Way). This will include some buses 
which now go down Hotwell Road. 
They will swing across Prince Street 
to go over the eastern half of Prince 

Street Bridge. There is likely to 
conflict between the heavy cycle and
pedestrian flow on Prince Street and
bus movements

o  A new central platform will be 
positioned at the northern side of the
bridge and buses will stop on the 
‘wrong’ side. The whole 
arrangement appears out take out 
most of the walking space and bike 
park in front of Bush House. It is 
unclear how people cycling from the 
Grove and from Prince Street to the 
north, will get through this area
There are implications for the 
Chocolate Path, with part of it being 
cantilevered over the Avon New Cut.
The path is likely to be out of use 
during construction

o  Vauxhall Bridge is to be raised to 
allow double decker buses to go 
under it and crossing it will be made 
even more difficult and it will be out 
of use when works take place

o  At Ashton Avenue Bridge by the 
Create Centre, buses will be 
shuttled across using traffic lights. 
Pedestrians and cyclists will be 
crossing over the path of the bus 
route at this point of confluence. The
ramped bridge to the south which 

links to Clift House Road will be 
removed and everyone will have to 
cross the bus route. One set of 
plans says that some of the works to
do this will be paid for by Connect2
BRT2 has a large number of impacts
on cyclists in the central area but 
these are not covered by the 
Transport and Works

There is to be a public inquiry on the
Transport and Works Act Order on 
BRT2 in May. It is likely that the 
council will also be taking forward 
their plans for on road running. 
The plans can be seen at 
www.westofengland.org/transport/ra
pid-transit/brt---ashton-vale-to-
temple-meads-twao.  See A17 at the
bottom of the page.  However we 
think these will be replaced by new 
plans very soon.

The proposal also has negative 
environmental and heritage impacts 
and is of doubtful value for money.

Call to action: there is likely to be a 
growing campaign in coming 
months.  If you would like to support 
this please email 
stopbrt2@gmail.com 

Reg Wins Battle With FGW

Last autumn Reg Brunt led a train 
assisted ride to Corsham Court.  All 
was going well until they tried to buy 
a Groupsave ticket from 
Chippenham station.

The ticket clerk wrongly refused to 
sell them the discounted ticket and 
gave various and spurious reasons 
for paying full price.

Reg was not going to leave it there 
though.  After protracted 
correspondence with FGW he's just 
been given an apology and three 
complementary first class tickets.

However that's not the end of it.  To 
be continued . . .

Has Roy Gone Too Far?

Bristol Evening Post
Bordeux Randonee
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[Amended text:]
24 Aug to 8 Sep 
… Living Heart for Bristol campaign. 

So if you're free for a couple of 
weeks and fancy a gentle ride to 
Bordeaux, contact Steve Melia as 
below.  
[Box:] For more info on the Living 

Heart campaign [computer screen 
icon] www.livingheart.org.uk or 
[envelope icon] 
mail@livingheart.org.uk or [pen icon]
17 Ferrymans Court, BS2 0JB

MISSION STATEMENT ¼ PAGE
As per previous issue

View From the Saddle – Martin Tweddell – Chair

Isn't it remarkable the number of 
people cycling now?  A recent 
flareup of badbackitis has meant me
not cycling for a while and not 
walking too far.  So as I sit on the 
No.20 bus waiting at the lights under
the Gloucester Road Arches* I'm 
almost overwhelmed by the sight of 
dozens of people on bikes gathered 
at the lights and blasting off in huge 
pelotons like a cross between Le 
Mans and Le Tour de France.

It's not been the coldest of winters 
as I write this, so it's not too 
surprising levels of cycling are high, 
but it's only when you're off your bike
and not in amongst all the traffic that
you appreciate just how much 
cycling is going on.  When I'm on my
bike, I'm generally going in the 
direction of flow so I may only see 
one or two others every few minutes
(I also tend to avoid busy routes 
because I'm a tad selfish and 
impatient) so I don't get much of an 

impression of who else is around 
day to day.  Only the piles of bikes 
parked at Temple Meads or at work 
or lashed to every available 
signpost, railing and bike stand in 
the city centre give me a clue to the 
volumes.  

[Photo of Martin T from last issue]

(A cynic would say half of those will 
be abandoned bikes, but I'm not 
going to agree).  Having said that, 
try cycling against the flow on the 
Bristol-Bath railway path at 
commuting times – positively scary 
given the width of the path and our 
inability to keep left (because that 

was a rule made for wider, faster 
vehicles . . .)

So remember, you're not on your 
own out there.  Other road users 
probably get more of a feel as to 
how many there are of us doing 
what we do than we do.  And with 
that in mind  we need to make sure 
the growing number of people who 
cycle can do so with relative ease 
and comfort.  In fact: so easy 
everyone does it.  Are you willing to 
do your bit to help (see page xx)?
 And when you're out on your bike, 
are you also willing to be an 
ambassador for cycling?
 Remember, when the going gets 
tough, the tough smile and wave.

*Strictly speaking the Gloucester 
Road only starts for proper at the 
bottom of Zetland Road (Google 
Maps have it wrong!)

Help Needed

We're looking for a media-savvy 
person to help us spread the word to
the world at large.about what we're 
doing.

Could that be you?

Please contact us in the usual way.  
(See page xx)
AGM & [Fun]

Celebrate what we have achieved in
the last year and take a good hard 
look at what should we focus on 
next year.  Plus [something 
irresistible with prizes] - you'd be 

mad to miss it!

7.30pm Tuesday 24 April, YHA 
Narrow Quay
We Like This

[Photo - Rusty Bridge resurfacing]
Ashton Avenue “Rusty” Bridge
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CAMPAIGNING
Whiteladies Road – What’s it all about?
Martin McDonnell

Anyone travelling along the A4018 (Westbury Road, 
Whiteladies Road to Park Street) can’t have failed to 
notice the rather disruptive roadworks and everyone 
seems to be complaining!  People are asking questions
such as: Why is it being done?  What are the benefits? 
And for us in particular: What does it mean for cyclists?
Who has been consulted?

So, we'll start with the Informal Consultation leaflet: 
“The scheme is part of the Greater Bristol Bus Network
improvements targeted at ten corridors in the area and
involving comprehensive improvements to existing bus
routes as part of the West of England’s Joint Local 
Transport Plan.  The GBBN proposals aim to reduce 
traffic congestion and pollution by making bus travel 
easier and more attractive, while also improving safety 
and the environment for other road users, local 
residents and businesses.”

Similar schemes have already been implemented on 
the Bath and Fishponds Roads.  As these fell within 
the timescale of the Cycling City project they were 
used for matched funding and the Cycling Campaign, 
as cycling stakeholders, helped gain agreement for 
CRISPs (Cycle Route and Inspection and Stakeholder 
Plans) to be produced for each.

The A4018 GBBN Informal Consultation ran for two 
weeks in the autumn of 2010, with much input and 
discussion from cyclists.  This led to a 16 page report 
with a multitude of suggested changes and objections. 
The resulting CRISP gave us a 97 page cycling-
specific report with 60 recommendations for inclusion 
in the scheme and 16 to follow up subsequently.  So 
there was a lot of opportunity for comment and a lot of 
constructive suggestions, including radical ideas such 
as closing one leg of the Clifton Triangle to through 
traffic to make it a pleasant shopping and dining area.

Then things went quiet.  Local residents and 
businesses continued to raise objections and look for 
alternatives.  BCyC was well represented throughout 
and there was much discussion in our Yahoo Group.  
But there was no official feedback from the Council on 
the CRISP, despite us hearing (off the record) that 
comments had been produced.  It took until  June 2011
to get a response to the recommendations we had 
made - only at our insistence and only sent to us as 
apparently “nobody else asked”.

Then we got to hear that significant changes were 
being made to the proposals.  We continually asked for
discussions, an opportunity to comment on the 
responses and to see the revised proposals, but were 

told our chance would come when the Statutory 
Consultation took place.  This did not take place until 
November 2011 and only then covered waiting and 
turning restrictions.  The project itself was due to finish 
in March 2012.  Nevertheless we used it as an 
opportunity to formally comment on the revised 
proposals and a cycling session was set up.

All went quiet again.  Meanwhile, before the Statutory 
Consultation had even started, road works began.  
BCyC then had to request a response (this time a 104 
page document) to the Consultation, which by then had
been already been signed off by councillors.

In spite of this we have influenced the scheme 
significantly since it was first described.  There has 
been massive involvement from the people of Bristol 
and this level of public engagement is, we believe, new
for Bristol City Council.  However it is quite clear their 
working methods have not significantly changed.  The 
council continue to keep things to themselves until they
have come up with their best plan, open it up to the 
public, listen, and then do their thing with limited further
referral – the “we know best” approach.  This process 
has to be improved.

As the situation stands we are having to monitor the 
work being undertaken and raise issues as and when 
they occur.  We have already had one success: a 
dangerous cycle lane painted on Queens Rd 
roundabout has been removed, something we did not 
agree to at the consultation stage.  However, our 
members continue to have concerns about the bus-
stop build-outs; cycle logos painted to close to the 
edge of the road; variable road widths; narrow running 
lanes (particularly when close to parked vehicles) and 
other points of detail.

Right now is not at all clear what is going to be 
implemented.  The project is due to complete by the 
end of March 2012, so we have agreed to “wait and 
see” with assurances that most of our issues are being 
addressed.  However given the ambitions of the project
and the driving objective to improve bus reliability, 
compromises have had to be made.  A “Safety Review”
will be conducted after the implementation is complete,
so we would be grateful for your comments to input 
into the review.

Thanks to all those who have attended meetings, 
raised issues, contacted their councillors, blogged and 
generally got involved in trying to make Whiteladies 
Road a better place for cycling.  (More to come on our 
website and in the next issue).

Please send any comments or requests for further 
information to our info@ or postal addresses.

For more information on GBBN - Whiteladies Road/Westbury Road (A4018) see Bristol City Council website
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Monthly Members' Meetings
Martin Tweddell

Since moving our members' 
meetings to the YHA, they have 
been going from strength to 
strength.  Now in fully accessible, 
bright and comfortable surroundings,
our meetings are an opportunity for 
us all to get together and discuss 
what's on our minds face to face.

Most meetings have an invited 
speaker to talk about a variety of 
cycling-related subjects, some light, 
some more controversial.  We also 
encourage discussion with everyone
attending, whether it be on the 
night's theme or anything else.

Recent highlights include our 20th 
anniversary where we delved into 
the archive (including rare TV news 
footage of founder member Tony 
Ambrose as King Canute holding 
back the M32) and to discuss what, 
if anything, has changed in that time.
 We were also honoured to have 
Rob Penn, author of It's All About 
the Bike, take us through the 
building of his dream bike.  He came
on THE bike and brought it into the 
room where we could all salivate 
over it's high quality precision parts.
 Though not as famous or notorious 
as  previous guests, the one who 
struck a chord with me recently was 
Clive Caseaux who spoke about 
cycle-touring in Germany.  It's after 
talks like this I remember why I like 
my bike so much.

[Photo: 266 Schiltach]

Clive took us on two virtual tours of 
his recent trips.  His tour of the 
magical Schwarzwald (Black Forest)
in spring 2009 started with a journey
on the Eurostar and TGV through to 
Strasbourg, his bike by his side 
virtually all the way.  Just over a 

day's ride took him to the 
Schwarzwald itself and once there 
you literally transport yourself into 
another world: a world of medieval 
villages, mysterious wooded hills 
and traffic free routes where you 
might not see another soul for hours.
 This is not a flat place, but the 
climbing is well rewarded with 
beautiful views and the downhills 
along twisting lanes are quite 
spectacular.

[Photo: 246 Untertal]

Though cycling solo, being a fluent 
German speaker meant Clive was 
readily able to make new friends, 
striking up conversations with locals 
and other travellers whilst enjoying 
kaffee und kuchen (coffee and cake)
something they do well there.  

The spa town of Baden Baden was 
a particular, but very expensive, 
delight being something of an 
attraction for the wealthier tourist.
 As he ordered his kaffee und 
kuchen in one establishment Clive 
detected a slight but noticeable 
sniffiness in the waiter's attitude, 
dressed as he was from head to toe 
in Lycra. 

The summer of 2011 saw Clive in 
the Rhein and Mosel regions on the 
western edge of Germany.  This 
time booking his train ride did not go
so smoothly as the Thalys train from
Brussels to Aachen does not take 
conventional bikes.  So this became 
Clive's excuse to buy a bike he'd 
been coveting for some time, the 
Bike Friday.  This can be bought 
with a handy suitcase into which the 
folded and partially dismantled bike 
can be stowed, whilst for trips 
between B&B's it can double as a 
trailer.

The lush vineyards of the Rheinland 

were a joy to behold, even when 
waiting under a motorway bridge to 
avoid the upteenth downpour.  This 
was not a dry summer for the region,
though compensation came in being
transported into a world of Hansel 
and Gretel half-timbered villages, 
where you were never far from 
kaffee und kuchen.  The German 
CTC (ADFC) offer a Bett+Bike (bed 
and bike) service through which 
Clive was able to book cycle-friendly
accommodation via their website.
 Not as hilly as the Schwarzwald, the
Rheinland is a more rolling 
landscape, but the views are 
certainly as beautiful.

My eyes were opened to the 
possibilities of taking a cycling 
holiday somewhere quite different 
yet reachable by train in a day, 
where accommodation is easy to 
book and English is widely spoken 
(though it wouldn't do me any harm 
to learn a few phrases).  Zehr gut!
 Danke Clive. 

[Photo: 655 Monschau]

Members' meetings are held on the 
last Tuesday of the month at Bristol 
YHA and a small contribution to the 
room hire is appreciated.  For details
of upcoming meetings, see page xx. 
Also check the website, e-news or 
Facebook for the latest.

Coming up is “At War With The 
Cyclist” on 27 March, not forgetting 
our AGM on Tuesday 24 April where
we'll keep the procedural bits as 
brief as possible and look at the 
achievements of the last year as 
well as focussing on where we go 
next.

Any ideas for themes and speakers 
at any of our future meetings is 
always welcome.  Please contact us 
through the usual channels, or 
maybe come along to a meeting.
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Rides Corner – Chris Whitlock

A look back at Autumn and Winter.  Gearing up for 
Spring .  .  .

Last autumn and winter saw a diversity of rides 
discovering churches, tramways, gorillas, gigantic 
trees, Christmas shopping and new road proposals.  

There were some inspired Discover Bristol rides 
including one around the Wow! Gorillas and one for 
Doors Open Day where we visited the Environment 
Agency's super-eco offices in Deanery Lane as well as 
Bristol’s oldest church, the 12th century St James 
Priory in Broadmead.  On two Blue Plaque tours, we 
were regaled with fascinating facts about local notaries
by Christopher Orlik, the original instigator of the 
scheme.

[Photo: DSCF002a & DSCF002a]
Roy’s tramways ride - past and present views of 
Beaconsfield Rd, St Georges

Roy’s tramways ride took us back in time to see the 
remains of old depots, tracks and signs from a bygone 
era.  Then Marcus took us on a tour of churches from 
Rumanian Orthodox to German speaking Protestant 
and from a Baroque private chapel to the Gothic St 
Mary Redcliffe.  

Another ride took us to two of England’s Thousand 
Best Churches, one in Compton Martin, the other in 
Cameley, and we explored Banwell Caves to find a 
Victorian grotto complete with bones of a sabre-
toothed tiger.  The prize for sheer wit and imagination 
however, goes to Reg’s ride to Corsham Court to see 
Britain's vastest tree as identified by the Tree Register.
 The Oriental Plane tree is as big as a football pitch, 
some of its lowest branches having taken root.

[Photo: DSCF003]
Corsham Court: Britain's vastest tree

Martin continued his exploration of the 85 mile Avon 
Cycleway in bite-sized chunks, taking in beautiful 
landscapes such as the Cotswold Escarpment, Severn 
Estuary and Gordano Valley.  We also managed some 

ranger work, adding stick-on signs and repairing 
damaged signs to aid route clarification.

[Photo DSCF006]
Avon Cycleway - pub lunch at Cromhall

Sometimes we like to take a look at infrastructure, 
planned or existing.  Wendy took us along the 
proposed route of the South Bristol Link from Hengrove
Park, through Bishopsworth, connecting to the A370 
Weston Road.  We were reminded just how much 
green open space would be lost for ever around 
Highridge Green, dividing an existing community and 
all serving to overload our congested roads with yet 
more polluting vehicles.

We are always pleased when a member puts 
themselves forward to lead a ride.  Gordon  lead his 
first ride in November and his Not-Very-Challenging 
Gordano Challenge drew in the best turnout of the year
for a Sunday ride, taking in the Pill Path, quiet lanes 
through the Gordano Valley and the Flax Bourton 
Greenway.

[Photo DSCF001]
Gordon’s not-very-challenging Gordano challenge

Rides coming up in the spring include a tour of eco-
friendly homes featured in Bristol Green Doors, 
another Avon Cycleway taster - this time North West 
quarter via Littleton, and following the Colliers Way for 
a ride through our industrial heritage.

Already we are thinking about rides for the summer.
 Ideas of where to go and what to see would be 
welcome.  Can you help out on a ride?  We always 
need backstops and sweepers.  Or, if you are 
experienced in group riding, why not think about 
leading one?  Get in touch by either coming on a ride 
or to a meeting.  Or contact one of the team at the 
back of the magazine.  Upcoming rides are listed on 
the back page.

Look forward to seeing you out and about . . .
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Safe Cycling: Why road position is important
Veronica Pollard

Once you've mastered the basic skills of riding a bike –
using gears, looking behind and signalling without 
wobbling, and generally feeling in control of your bike - 
then arguably the most important thing to consider is 
road position.

Both these positions are better than ‘following the kerb’
as they make it easier for drivers to see you at all 
times.    Traffic nearly always follows the same stream.

Road position is important for two main reasons: safety
and comfort. 

If your road position makes you more visible to other 
road users coming from any direction you are less 
likely to be the victim of “Sorry mate, didn’t see you!”  If
they're not going to look properly, it seems sensible to 
help them by riding where they expect to see traffic.

It makes for a far more comfortable ride if vehicles are 
giving you a wide berth when overtaking or are keeping
behind you when you are negotiating a junction. 
Choosing the optimal road position can change the 
way drivers behave.

An optimal road position can be a combination of a 
number of factors.  These include how wide the road or
traffic lane is, whether you are approaching or crossing
a junction, if there are parked vehicles and what is 
happening up ahead.

The National Standard for Cycle Training suggests that
we think about our road position with reference to the 
‘stream of traffic’ (i.e. where the four wheeled vehicles 
are) rather than with reference to the kerb.  

So when we cycle we should be either in the stream of 
traffic (Primary Position) or, if the road is wide enough, 
near the stream of traffic (Secondary Position).  

Being in Secondary makes it easier to pass parked 
cars, as you are close enough to the stream of traffic to
negotiate your way into Primary early and pass the 
parked car in the stream of traffic.  You will never get 
left hooked if you wait in Primary at a crossroads or left
turn.  If the road is too narrow to fit you and another 
vehicle side by side, you need to be in Primary to 
prevent them trying to squeeze past you.

This is not the whole story of when to use Primary or 
Secondary position.  For a fuller picture you might like 
to read ‘Cycle Craft’ by John Franklin or have an Urban
Skills session with an instructor from Life Cycle UK.  

www.lifecycleuk.org.uk  0117 353 4680

[Photo: Whiteladies buildout]
“Kerbs come and go as roads widen and narrow.”

Graphic – road position.

The Art of Cycling

These delightful paintings of the Bristol-Bath Railway 
path by local artist Nick Gerolemou were discovered by
our arts correspondent on a tour of the North Bristol Art
Trail last November.

Photo: 19EastonApproach]
Easton Approach

[Photo: 06TranquilPlaceLFA]
Tranquil Place
For more information:

Nick Gerolemou: www.nickgerolemou.co.uk
North Bristol Artists: www.northbristolartists.org.uk

[Photo: 04TeewellHill]
Teewell Hill

[Photo: 16AutumnJunction1]
Autumn Junction
FAMILY CYCLING
Cycling and Children - Part III 
William Baker

Last year I described how the City Council and others 
aimed to get more children cycling to school. Cycling 
City money was central to these initiatives.  This article
considers whether the momentum has continued now 
that Cycling City has finished.

The last issue of Bristol Cyclist included ‘vox pops’ 
from regular cyclists about their thoughts on Cycling 
City.  I was struck that all the featured cyclists were 
adults.  Yet a lot of Cycling City’s efforts went into 
encouraging children to cycle, particularly for trips to 
and from school.  Schools were helped to produce their
travel plans.  Sustrans' Bike It workers provided 
intensive support to help Bristol children cycle to 
school.  Cycle training was expanded extensively 
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through the Bikeability scheme.  A project piloted new 
ways to tackle the sharp decline in cycling among 
teenage girls.

[Photo ADT732]
School cycle training ride on road
Credit: J Bewley/Sustrans

So, have these initiatives paid off?  Are they 
continuing, given the end of Cycling City money?  How 
have they been affected by Government cuts to 
Council finances?  Jodi from the Council’s travel team 
updated me on the current picture in Bristol.  Let’s start
with some statistics. 

In Bristol, 60 per cent of children walk to school, 2.4 
per cent cycle and 23 per cent go by car.  In Britain, 41 
per cent walk, 33 per cent are driven and 2 per cent 
cycle.  So, our cycling figures are pretty close to the 
national picture, while our walking figures are much 
better.  Of course walking is just as sustainable as 
cycling.  However, many of those car trips might 
involve quite a hike if walked but would be quite 
feasible by bike.  So Bristol, with its ‘cycling culture’, 
still has a long way to go before cycling figures 
approach those in Denmark, where 50 per cent of 
children cycle to school.

58%
of secondary school girls in 
Scotland cycle outside 
school after Bike It support 
compared to17% before
Support for cycling in schools 
Jodi explained that the national Travel to School 
initiative – which aimed to increase sustainable travel –
ended in 2010, once all schools had produced their 
travel plans.  Unfortunately, the Government hasn’t 
required schools to keep their plans up to date.
 Nevertheless, many Bristol schools are updating their 
plans and the Council gives help and guidance on how 
to do this. 

The Council still provides grants for bike shelters, 

supports cycling events and runs bike and walk to 
school weeks.  It also pays 3 Bike It workers to support
schools in Bristol – a much higher level than most 
cities.  On average, Bike It support increases the 
proportion of children cycling to school every day from 
3 to 10 per cent, with those cycling several times a 
week increasing from 10 to 16 per cent.  2,640 children
received bikeability training last year, a figure 
consistent with Cycling City levels.  The Bristol Girls 
project completed its work - one striking finding was 
the value girls placed on girls-only cycle training.

And there are some new initiatives as well.  ‘Park and 
Stride’ encourages parents who insist on driving to 
park a distance away from the school and walk the 
rest.  The zig zag lines outside schools are gradually 
moving from advisory to compulsory ‘no parking’, 
meaning fines for parents who do park on them.  Every
school now has a ‘travel to school route planner’ – a 
map centred on the school which shows bus, cycle and
parking routes to the school.

[Photo ADB104]
Sustrans Bike It cycle ride
Credit: J Bewley/Sustrans

However, the picture is not all positive.  Schools now 
have to pay for bikeability training whereas the Council 
used to provide it for free.  The schools that were 
unenthusiastic about producing school travel plans are 
much less likely to update their plans, although these 
are the schools which most need to improve.  And as 
the overall school travel statistics for Bristol show, 
cycling is still very much a minority mode of travel.
 There are grounds for cautious optimism, with much 
hinging on the 4 Avon councils’ bid for £25m under the 
Government’s Local Sustainable Transport Fund 
(LSTF).

The LSTF bid and school cycling
‘The Move to Secondary School’ is one of ten projects 
that make up the LSTF bid.  Proposals include 
personalised journey plans for year 6 children to show 
alternatives to car travel, a buddying programme to 
provide peer support for sustainable travel and 
provision of level 3 bikeability training to secondary 
school children.
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80%
of seven to eight year olds 
walked to school 
independently in 1971
So the LTSF bid is central to maintaining the 
momentum, although it seems odd that sustainable 
school travel is dependent on a competition.  I asked 
Jodi and a Sustrans rep what they felt was required to 
achieve the levels of children cycling seen in many 
European cities. They both agreed that we need a 

massive change in culture, investment in infrastructure,
more training and a city-wide 20 mph speed limit.  But 
not crackdowns on car use – too politically contentious.

Bristol Cycle Campaign calls
We certainly think 20 mph speed limit would help 
address parents’ fear of traffic danger.  But action is 
needed to reduce the sheer volume of traffic in Bristol.
 For example, creating a network of traffic-free and 
quiet routes throughout Bristol, banning motorised 
through traffic from the city centre, investment in public
transport and planning policies that support local trips 
by pedestrians and cyclists. 

The Campaign plans to run a series of rides for 
children and less confident cyclists later this year. 
Watch this space . . .

Playing Out
William Baker

Do you have memories of playing in 
the street with your mates as a kid?
 Unsupervised by your mum or dad?
 Perhaps kicking a ball or careering 
around on your bike?  If so, you are 
probably at least 40.

[Photo tbc of children cycling in 
street]

Today, most parents of primary age 
children wouldn’t dream of letting 
their kids out of their sight.  Streets 
are just a means of getting to the 
shops, school or local park.
 Certainly not somewhere to play 
and have fun or just discover things 
for yourself. 

One of the best things about 
Bristol’s street parties is that kids 
can mess around on their bikes or 
scooters or just hang out with their 
mates and meet new friends.  Of 
course the reason street parties are 
such fun is that there are no cars 
and traffic to worry about.  But 

unfortunately street parties only take
place once a year and require a lot 
of organising. 

So a group of parents in South 
Bristol came up with the idea of 
‘Playing out’.  The concept is quite 
simple.  For a few hours regularly 
every week, generally after school 
finishes, a residential road is closed 
to traffic.  Volunteer stewards 
redirect traffic and give parents 
peace of mind.  

“Maisy has a new friend 
down the road and she 
and other younger 
children have played out 
regularly and are in and 
out of each others’ 
houses all the time.”
 (Beccy).

The emphasis is on free, 
unstructured play with children 
bringing their own toys - skipping 
ropes, bikes, scooters etc.  Children 
are simply given the space and 
permission to play in the street, 
whilst adults have a chance to meet 
and get to know their neighbours 
better and experience a car-free 
street. 

“Now I can play 
whenever I want with  
[other kids on the street],
can’t I?” (Maisy, 5).

Bristol City Council is encouraging 
groups of parents to organise these 
sessions.  You only have to apply 
once a year to get a regular street 
closure and there is help at hand 
from ‘Playing Out’ – a local not for 
profit organisation.  The idea started 
in South Bristol and is rapidly 
spreading, both within Bristol and to 
other cities.

We at the Bristol Cycling Campaign 
think it is an excellent idea – part of 
a wider movement to humanise our 
city, bring life back to our streets and
allow kids to develop without 
constant adult supervision. 

“We discovered there 
were twice the number of
children on the street 
that we thought there 
were!” (Beccy).

More information at: 
http://playingout.net/.
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The Cost of Ownership

Jake Voelcker, BCyC member and owner of Jake's Bikes in central Bristol, calculates the annual cost of 
keeping a bike on the road and discovers that cheap bikes aren't necessarily cheap . . .

Lifetime cost of ownership

Customers often express surprise at the news that 
their bike needs two new wheels or a whole new 
drivetrain after only a couple of years of regular use - 
often at a total cost approaching the current value of 
the bike.  We normally explain that it should be viewed 
as a running cost, and point out that it's pretty cheap 
compared to the cost of owning a car.  But it got me 
thinking: what is the total running cost of a bike spread 
over several years?  Are some bikes cheaper to own 
than others in the long term?

Comparison

An 'average' urban commuter who lives say 3 miles 
from their workplace, and mostly travels to work by 
bike as well as using it semi-regularly on the 
weekends, might clock up 1,500 to 2,000 cycling miles 
a year.  The most common type of bike for this kind of 
use in the UK is a hybrid.

Assuming a new mid-range model with mudguards and
luggage rack, puncture-resistant tyres, and the addition
of aftermarket LED lights, then:

Hybrid bike Initial purchase £400.00
year 1 annual service + brake blocks £55
year 2 annual service + brake blocks; chain & cassette £85
year 3 annual service + brake blocks; all cables; tyres £125
year 4 annual service + brake blocks; chain, cassette & crankset; new wheels £205
year 5 annual service + brake blocks £55
year 6 annual service + brake blocks; all cables; chain & cassette; tyres £155

TOTAL (including purchase cost) £1,080

The trend amongst hybrids (as well as most other 
types of bikes) over the last couple of decades has 
been towards lower weight and better performance, but
to the detriment of longevity.  Put simply, high-power 
brakes wear down the lightweight but soft aluminium 
wheel rims over a few thousand miles; and slick, easy-
changing, wide-range gear systems wear out even 
faster (see www.jakesbikes.co.uk/380 for more details)

So are there any real alternatives?

Some are tempted to buy the cheapest bike they can 
find, pointing out that if it will wear out anyway, then 
why pay more?  The example budget bike below is a 
bottom-of-the-range mountain-bike-style model bought 
from a mail order website or department store for little 
over £150. There are no lights, mudguards or luggage 
rack so these are added to the purchase price. 

Budget bike Initial purchase £250.00
year 1 annual service + brake blocks; all cables £75
year 2 annual service + brake blocks, chain & cassette; tyres £135
year 3 annual service + brake blocks; wheels; bottom bracket; pedals £155

year 4 annual service + brake blocks; chain, cassette & crankset; all cables; rear 
mech £150

year 5 annual service + brake blocks; headset; tyres £135
year 6 annual service + brake blocks; chain & cassette; wheels; shifters £185.00

TOTAL (including purchase cost) £1,085
Another option is a Dutch bike of the type not 
commonly seen in this country, but they are available 
from a few retailers.  The one in this example is 
assumed to have 7-speed hub gears and hub brakes, 

and a fully enclosed chain, so the wear-and-tear to 
these should be minimal. It has mudguards, luggage 
rack, puncture-resistant tyres, and integrated dynamo 
lighting included in the price.
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Dutch bike Initial purchase £650.00
year 1 basic service, no parts required £25
year 2 annual service, no parts required £45
year 3 annual service + all cables; tyres £110
year 4 annual service + chain & sprocket £60
year 5 basic service, no parts required £25
year 6 annual service + all cables; tyres £110

TOTAL (including purchase cost) £1,025
Conclusions 

Interestingly, over the 6 year period, all three bikes 
have almost identical cost of ownership.  Perhaps cost 
is not, therefore, a significant factor in deciding what 
type of bike to purchase.  More important is the 
question of what style of bike you want and need. If 
you require lots of gears and good brakes for hilly 
terrain and you want a relatively lightweight bike, the 
£400 hybrid is a good option.  It will need more 
replacement parts over the years, but some may 
consider this a price worth paying.  If you prefer a very 
upright riding position, can live with a smaller range of 
gears and a heavyweight bike, and minimal 

maintenance is a priority, the Dutch bike is better.  At 
£650 it's more expensive to purchase, but repays the 
difference over a few years of ownership.  If, on the 
other hand, you want a heavy bike which is unpleasant
and inefficient to ride, has lots of annoying 
maintenance issues, but still costs no less to own and 
run, then the budget bike is the one for you!

Whichever of the bikes above we choose, the lifetime 
cost is much cheaper than owning and running a car or
using public transport for the same period.  Depending 
on what monetary value you place on your time, it may 
even be cheaper than walking!

[Hybrid photo
Hybrid bike [Budget photo]

Budget bike

[Dutch photo]
Dutch bike

See www.jakesbikes.co.uk/681 for a longer version of this article and others in a similar vein.

SPECIAL OFFER TO BRISTOL CYCLING CAMPAIGN MEMBERS!

To celebrate the launch of their loyalty card scheme, The Spokesman Bicycle Shop (Mina Road, St
Werburghs) is offering a bike service at the discounted rate of £25* (excluding parts) to the first five Bristol

Cycling Campaign members to contact them.

Loyalty card stamps can be obtained by spending £10 or over on goods or services at The Spokesman and
after ten stamps customers receive a free service.

To claim one of the discounted bike services all you need to do is call in or phone The Spokesman before 15
March and if you're one of the first five, you can book your bike in at at a time convenient to you.  You also get

to receive your loyalty card with your first stamp!

Fo more details and to claim your discount, contact owner/manager Baltazar Padilla on 07929 061145 or 0117
955 3022

Please note this offer cannot be used in conjunction with any other discount.  
*A service normally costs £40, plus parts.  

Contacts & Who Are BCyC?

[as per last issue except:]

MONTHLY MEETINGS
Our members' meetings are now on the last Tuesday of the month at Bristol YHA, Narrow Quay.
Meetings start at 7.30pm and usually last a couple of hours and are very informal.  All welcome – bring a 
friend!
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Please come along, if only to share a drink with us before or after the meeting.
We also have committee meetings on the third Tuesday of the month, which members are welcome to attend.

Tue 27 March – At War With The Cyclist.  Discussion on the issues around the perspectives of “cyclists” and 
the realities of considerate cycling and antisocial cycling.

Tue 24 April – AGM.  A look at what we've been up to and where we're going next. [+ fun]

Tue 29 May – Graeme Willgress (tbc).  Graeme will be talking us through his Ride2Recovery of last year whilst
en route to his 2nd Ride2Recovery to raise money for Sustrans and raise awareness of mental health issues.

See the website, e-news or Facebook for up-to-date details of our meetings.

Rides Advice, Discounts & Other Groups

[as per last issue except:]

Discounts – need any updates from Veronica:

Bike UK * Queens Avenue, Clifton - 10% 
Harvey’s * Henleaze Road, Henleaze. - 10%
Jakes' Bikes * 6A Haymarket Walk (between the Bearpit and Bus Station) - 10%
Kathmandu * Park Street 

free Summit Club membership - 10%
certain items - 25%

Mud Dock * The Grove, off Queen Square. - .10%
Pembury Cycles * Highridge Road, Bishopsworth. - 10%
Psyclewerx * Abbotsford Rd, Redland. - 10%
Strada * 236 North Street, Bedminster -  10%
The Spokesman * 78 Mina Road, St Werburghs. - 5%
ZeroG: *

Unit 6, Willow Centre, Downend – 10%
12-14 Park Street, off College Green – 10%
11-12 North St, Bedminster - 10%

Rides list

[see separate spreadsheet]
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